This paper provides a fuller characterization of the analytical upper bounds for American options than has been available to date. We establish properties required of analytical upper bounds without any direct reliance on the exercise boundary. A class of generalized European claims on the same underlying asset is then proposed as upper bounds. This set contains the existing closed form bounds of Margrabe (1978) and Chen and Yeh (2002) as special cases and allows randomization of the maturity payoff. Due to the European nature of the bounds, across-strike arbitrage conditions on option prices seem to carry over to the bounds. Among other things, European option spreads may be viewed as ratio positions on the early exercise option. To tighten the upper bound, we propose a quasi-bound that holds as an upper bound for most situations of interest and seems to offer considerable improvement over the currently available closed form bounds. As an approximation, the discounted value of Chen and Yeh's (2001) bound holds some promise. We also discuss implications for parametric and nonparametric empirical option pricing. Sample option quotes for the European (XEO) and the American (OEX) options on the S&P 100 Index appear well behaved with respect to the upper bound properties but the bid-ask spreads are too wide to permit a synthetic short position in the early exercise option. 
Upper Bounds for American Options

I. Introduction
Analytical bounds for American option prices are interesting from both theoretical and practical perspectives. They provide theoretical restrictions for arbitrage-free pricing and optimal early exercise of American options. As most American option valuation problems require simultaneous determination of the early exercise boundary, their practical implementation involves numerical methods that may become computationally burdensome, in particular when there are multiple state variables. 1 Bounds, especially if they are analytical and closed form, can be useful in such circumstances in providing valuation guidelines, 2 developing approximations, 3 implying information from the observed American option prices, 4 setting trading restrictions such as dollar margin requirements on written options, managing the market risk of American option portfolios and determining capital adequacy rules for institutional portfolios.
The aim of this paper is to provide a rigorous economic characterization of the analytical upper bounds for American options that are independent of the exercise boundary 1 For the Black-Scholes setup, analytic solutions are available in Kim (1990) and Jamshidian (1992) for American call and out options, and for American put options in Geske and Johnson (1984) , Jacka (1991) , Carr, Jarrow and Myneni (1992) , and Bunch and Johnson (2000) . Broadie, Detemple, Ghysels and Torres (2000) offer general equilibrium solutions for American options allowing for stochastic dividends and volatility. However, all of these solutions require numerical evaluation of the early exercise boundary. Analytic approximations that are based on approximating the early exercise boundary under the BlackScholes setup include Johnson (1983) , Omberg (1987) , Huang, Subrahmanyam, and Yu (1996) , Ju (1998) , Broadie and Detemple (1996) and Bunch and Johnson (2000) . 2 For example, in nonparametric estimation of American option pricing function, upper bounds should be useful in controlling the quality of estimation. 3 Based on the upper bound of Chaudhury and Wei (1994) , Chaudhury (1995) developed several BlackScholes type closed form analytic approximations for American futures options that are quite accurate and provide better approximation than the quadratic approximation of Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) for most actively traded futures options. 4 Melick and Thomas (1997) combine the natural lower bound with the upper bound of Chaudhury and Wei (1994) to imply the risk-neutral distribution of oil futures prices from the observed American futures option prices. Bates (2000) uses the upper bound of Chaudhury and Wei (1994) to argue that the early exercise premium for futures options is not substantial.
and are not limited to any specific type of underlying asset price process. Previously, Carr, Jarrow, and Myneni (1992) provided upper bound for American put options while Broadie and Detemple (1996) used capped call option pricing method to offer upper and lower bounds for American call and put options. However, as these bounds rely on the exercise boundary, they are not in closed form. Chaudhury and Wei's (1994) pure option upper bounds are in closed form but do not apply to American put options on spot assets such as stocks, bonds and foreign currency. Most recently, Chen and Yeh (2002) have provided closed form 5 upper bounds that are applicable to these options as well and are quite fast computationally. 6 Margrabe (1978) first noticed that the value of a European put option with the strike price compounded at the risk-free rate is an upper bound for the American put option. Chen and Yeh (2002)'s upper bound, on the other hand, is the expected maturity payoff or the pure (futures-style margining) option value of a European put option on a fraction of the asset, where the fraction adjusts for the net growth of the asset. We shall henceforth refer to these bounds as the Adjusted Strike European option (AKE) and the Adjusted Asset Pure European option (ASPE) bounds respectively. The importance of these bounds is that they do not require the knowledge of the early exercise boundary and are as easy to calculate as the European option value. This paper builds on prior works on analytical upper bounds for American spot options in several ways. First, while an impressive literature exists on the characterization of American option upper bounds in terms of the exercise boundary, an independent characterization of the upper bounds themselves is lacking. An important objective of this paper is to fill this gap. We develop fundamental properties required of an analytical upper bound that is a contingent claim on the same underlying asset and share the same maturity as the American option. Since our characterization is completely in terms of the value of claims 5 Closed form bounds require closed form terminal distribution of the asset price. 6 For example, in a two-factor random volatility model, the upper bound of Chen and Yeh (2001) is more than 3700 times faster than the American finite difference algorithm. The main difference is that the upper bound computation always remains a one-dimensional integration while computation of the actual American option value becomes "exponentially difficult" as the number of state variables grow. The main economic reason is that the upper bounds of Chaudhury and Wei (1994) and Chen and Yeh (2001) do not require the simultaneous determination of the optimal early exercise boundary.
and not their boundaries, this should enhance our understanding of the economic nature of American options and their bounds.
Second, we propose a set of generalized European claims as upper bounds for an American spot option that contains the AKE and ASPE bounds as special cases. An important benefit of a European claim as an upper bound is that its value is considerably easier to calculate than the target American option while the specific option valuation setup remains largely in tact. Since Chen and Yeh's (2002) bounds are pure option values or expected maturity payoffs and not European options, the bounding European options of this paper also help to tighten the bounds. Further, while we do not pursue the matter intensively in this paper, the generalized set allows possible randomization of the bounding option's maturity payoff. Recently, Carr (1998) found randomization of the American put option's maturity encouraging in approximating its value.
It is to be noted that the bounds of Chen and Yeh (2002), Chaudhury and Wei (1994) , and this paper deal with analytical bounds that require a risk-neutral distribution of the underlying factors or state variables as an input for bound estimation. In this sense, these analytical bounds are bounds on model option values under the hypothesized distribution and hence they are not like model-free rational option pricing bounds. While there is no restriction on the nature of the distribution, 7 the analytical bounds are relatively more useful from a practical point of view when there are multiple state variables. The usefulness of the analytical bounds is even higher when the exercise boundary of neither the target options nor the bounding claims is necessary. This is a special appeal of the European claims proposed in this paper as bounding claims. 7 For example, Chen and Yeh (2002) have given several examples involving stochastic interest rates, leakage, and volatility. The bounds of this paper also apply to such cases. Both in Chen and Yeh and in this paper, the only requirements are that: (a) the risk neutral measure exists, (b) the nominal risk-free rate is strictly positive, i.e., the values of the stochastic discount factor are less than one for all sample paths: 0 < R t,,j = exp(-∫ t t+j r s ds) <1 and (c) if dividend or leakage is involved, the instantaneous expected net growth process is strictly positive: y s =(r s −δ s ) > 0. With respect to requirement c, the American feature of a put option is interesting only when the leakage rate (dividend income) is less than the risk-free rate (interest income), i.e., when the instantaneous expected net growth is positive. Since not much is gained in proofs by considering stochastic interest rate and leakage factors for American put options, I use in the manuscript constant interest and leakage rates and, following Chen and Yeh, we assume that leakage rate is less than interest rate.
Third, although the primary role of an upper bound is to provide a ceiling on the American option's value and guidance in regards to its exercise policy, other potentially important implications of an upper bound has not drawn much attention in the literature. In this paper, we discuss several of these implications. In the context of arbitrage conditions on option prices across various strikes, an interesting question is whether the respective upper bounds also satisfy similar conditions. This seems like a desirable property of a set of upper bounds as the credibility of the upper bounds in tracking the American options is enhanced.
Another interesting implication of the generalized European claims of this paper as upper bounds is that European option spreads across different strikes essentially allow trading of early exercise options without ever trading the American options. Implications like this along with the traditional role of a price ceiling make upper bounds quite relevant for empirical option pricing.
Although a detailed empirical study is beyond the scope of this paper, we examine sample option quotes for the European (XEO) and the American (OEX) options on the S&P 100 Index. These quotes appear well behaved with respect to the upper bound properties. A synthetic long position in the early exercise option seems quite expensive and the bid-ask spreads are too wide to permit a synthetic short position in the early exercise option. This could explain why the XEO contracts are not as popular as the OEX contracts and would suggest redesigning the OEX contracts purely as early exercise options.
Lastly, despite their many benefits, one weakness of the analytical upper bounds that do not rely on the exercise boundary is that the bounds themselves are not quite accurate in approximating the American option value. To this end, we propose a quasi-bound that leads to significant improvement in pricing accuracy over the AKE and ASPE bounds. While the quasi-bound is truly an upper bound for most situations of interest, there still remains a set of circumstances where it is not meaningful.
To summarize, the contribution of this paper lies in providing a thorough economic characterization of the analytical upper bounds for American options using (generalized) European claims that are more tractable both intuitively and computationally. An analytical and closed form quasi-bound is also proposed that is tighter and covers most practical situations. Further, the paper discusses novel implications for empirical pricing of options, spreads and the early exercise option.
As the dividend yield or leakage for most spot options is less than the risk-free rate, the pure option upper bound applies to American call options on these spot assets.
Accordingly, we focus on spot put options in this paper. Section II specifies fundamental requirements for upper bounds on American options. In Section III, a set of generalized and possibly randomized European claims (and a set of generalized but non-randomized American claims) is proposed as upper bounds for the standard American options. We then discuss in Section IV some interesting implications of our characterization of American option upper bounds. In section V, we propose a quasi-bound that is truly an upper bound in most situations of interest. We present some numerical results to show the improvement in pricing accuracy offered by the quasi-bound. While an empirical study is beyond the scope of this paper, we briefly examine in Section VI the applicability of bounds using sample CBOE option quotes for the S&P 100 European (XEO) and American (OEX) option contracts. Lastly, Section VII summarizes and concludes the paper.
II. The Fundamental Upper Bound Requirements
Let S t denote the current price of the underlying spot asset with continuous and possibly stochastic leakage rate δ t , and let V t (v t The foremost requirement for an upper bound is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 1
To qualify as an upper bound for the American option value V t , the value G t of the generalized claim must never fall below the intrinsic value X t of V t .
Proof:
The American option value V t is the greater of its continuation value and its immediate exercise or intrinsic value, where the continuation value itself represents the value of capturing potentially higher intrinsic value at a future time. Therefore, if G t falls below X t over any range of the asset price S t , then G t cannot be an upper bound for V t .
The converse of Lemma 1 is an important result on bounding the American option.
Lemma 2
If the value G t of the generalized claim never falls below the intrinsic value X t of the American option, then G t is an upper bound forV t .
Proof:
Upper 
Continuing backward, the discounted value of G would be no less than the continuation value of V, and if in addition For spot options, however, the pure European option value may fall below the intrinsic value. This may occur for call options if there is a high positive leakage on the underlying asset. For put options, just a low enough asset price may cause the pure European option value to fall below its intrinsic value. Therefore, the pure American option value exceeds the pure European option value (expected maturity payoff). This is the argument used by Chaudhury and Wei (1994) and Chaudhury (1995) for American futures options. For these options, the pure European value always stays above the intrinsic value (Lieu, 1990; Chen and Scott, 1992 
Lemma 3: A standard American spot option's value V t is bounded from above by E t (X G,T ), the risk neutral expectation of the maturity payoff (or the pure European option value) of a generalized American option, if the generalized American option G satisfies the conditions: (a) E t (X G,T ) is never less than its own intrinsic value X G,t , and (b) G t never falls below the intrinsic value X t of V.
Proof:
If condition (a) above is met, then by Chen and Yeh's Theorem 1, E t (X G,T ) is an upper bound for the American option value G t of the generalized claim. If condition (b) is satisfied, then
by Lemma 2, G t bounds V t from above. Therefore, combining (a) and
The following corollary gives the sufficient condition for the condition (b) of Lemma 3 to hold.
Corollary 1:
A sufficient condition for the generalized claim's American option value G t to stay above the intrinsic value X t of the standard American option V is that G's intrinsic value X G,t never falls below V's intrinsic value X t .
Proof:
If X G,t never falls below X t , then the claim G dominates the claim V in terms of payoff under all circumstances. Hence, to prevent arbitrage, the price G t must be at least as high as the price V t . But by the intrinsic value boundary condition, V t ≥X t . Therefore, G t ≥X t
follows. QED.
It is important to note two things. First, Corollary 1 provides a condition that relates just the intrinsic values of the bound and the American option. To our knowledge, such a relationship is novel. Second, Lemma 3 and Corollary 1 apply to generalized American claims.
According to Lemma 2, this American aspect in and of itself is not necessary to bound V t .
A good example of a European generalized claim that satisfies Lemma 2 and thus bounds the standard American option is Margrabe's (1978) AKE option. We shall shortly discuss such claims.
III. New Generalized Claims as Upper Bounds
We now turn to the important task of structuring a generalized claim G such that G t satisfies the requirements for bounding the American spot option value V t . We propose a general structure, not specific to any stochastic process for the underlying asset. Although it is not essential, we assume for convenience a constant interest rate r and a constant leakage rate δ.
12
The net risk-neutral drift of the asset is thus assumed to be a constant y=(r−δ) > 0. 13 12 See Chen and Yeh (2001) for the treatment of stochastic interest rates. For interested readers, the author of this paper can provide the proof that the results here are unaffected by stochastic interest rates and leakage. 13 Examples of further drift adjustment include Bakshi, Cao and Chen (1997) and Bates (2000) for jumps in asset price in a stochastic volatility framework. Proof:
(given the drift of the asset)
The European put option G generalizes the conventional put option to a situation where the buyer at time t has the right to sell, at time T, a random number e
η T of asset units for a random total price of e r(T−t) ε T K. Carr (1998) first proposed a semi-explicit approximation for American options using randomization of option maturity. His method offers a significant improvement by requiring only the critical asset price (instead of the time-varying exercise boundary). However, a good level of accuracy increases computational burden, especially in a multiple state variable environment. The upper bound G t , on the other hand, is easy to compute once the risk-neutral distribution for the terminal asset price is specified.
The AKE bound is a special case of the generalized European put option here, with deterministic ε T =η T =1. With constant interest and leakage rates, the ASPE bound for the
American put option is: G CY,t = E t (K-e − ( r−δ)(T−t) S T ) +
; this bounding put option is a pure
European option with ε T = η T = e −r(T-t-) . Either compounding the strike price (without slicing the optioned amount of the asset), or slicing the optioned amount of asset (leaving the strike unchanged), essentially enhances moneyness of the bounding claim relative to V.
We shall revisit this interesting insight later in the paper.
The economic intuition behind the AKE and ASPE bounds and the generalized European claims here is that by enhancing the moneyness of the option, these bounds are effectively factoring in the present value of expected net interest earnings in the exercise region. 14 The value of these bounds never falls below the intrinsic value of the standard American option and as such the implicit boundary is the strike price K of the standard American option. The strike price K is of course higher than the actual time varying exercise boundary of the standard American option. Consequently, the upper bounds reflect a higher present value of expected net earnings in the extended exercise region and end up bounding the standard American option's value. The potential role that we have in mind for the randomization of the maturity payoff is to make the lock-in value (notional early exercise value) of the generalized European option uncertain although maintaining the same expected value. More work is needed to fully explore the implications of the randomization scheme.
Note that, in AKE and ASPE and in Lemma 4, a different generalized European option bounds the American option value at different points of the latter's life. This can be realized from the presence of the time to maturity (T−t) in the maturity payoff. In contrast, the time to maturity does not appear in the maturity payoff function for standard European and American options. The bounding G at time t corresponds to a European option to sell e
η T units of asset for a total price of e r(T−t)
ε T K at time T. But the bounding G at time t+j 14 Merton (1973), pp. 154-155, first showed that, for an American call warrant, if the rate of increase in the strike price is less than the interest rate, then a premature exercise is not optimal. Accordingly, the American warrant value will equal the European warrant value with the strike price at expiration. However, he did not use this result to establish upper bounds for call or put options. Also, Merton did not consider adjustments in the number of optioned asset units for this purpose.
corresponds to a European option to sell e
η T units of asset for a total price of e
In other words, to bound future values of the standard American put option, the bounding option G would call for selling rights on fewer units of the asset at a lower total price at maturity. As maturity approaches, the bounding G's optioned number of asset units approach the still unknown random number η T and the total exercise price tends to K times the still unknown random number ε T . Thus, once the random numbers realize at maturity, Proof:
[ 15 The value of the standard American option is calculated using a 100-step Binomial tree.
Therefore, if the G is of American type, then it is potentially useful as an upper bound for V only if G satisfies Lemma 3, since in that case the upper bound, namely the expected maturity payoff of G, should be easy to calculate.
We now propose generalized American claims, the expected maturity payoff of which can be used as upper bounds. In this context, we abstract from randomizing the terminal payoff. As mentioned earlier, the early exercise value and premium of an American option becomes difficult to interpret, if at all possible, when dealing with a randomized payoff function. Further, for simplicity, the generalization involves only the number of optioned asset units. The following lemma presents a class of bounding American claims under these circumstances.
Lemma 5
Suppose, at time t, the intrinsic value of the generalized American put option G is X G,,t = Max (0, K -λ λ λ λ t S t ), where 0<λ λ λ λ t ″ ″ ″ ″1 is a deterministic monotonically decreasing function of time (i.e., ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂λ λ λ λ t /∂ ∂ ∂ ∂t<0) and λ λ λ λ T <λ λ λ λ t S t /E t (S T ). Then, the expected maturity payoff, E t (X G,T ), is an upper bound for the conventional American spot put option value, V t .
Proof
Let t * be the optimal stopping time for the conventional spot put option V. Then, 
. By the convexity of payoff, we have:
S t {λ T E t (S T )/λ t S t }] + ≥[K− λ t S t ] +
The last inequality follows from the restriction 0< λ T < λ t S t /E t (S T ) or 0<λ T E t (S T ) Note that in the above proof, we did not use any specific assumption about the stochastic processes of the underlying asset price and its volatility. Nor did we make any assumption about the stochastic process for the risk-free rate or the leakage rate. Thus, Lemma 5 applies to arbitrary risk-neutral stochastic processes.
IV. Implications of Upper Bounds
Among the various implications of the upper bound requirements and specifications that we have discussed so far, we focus here on two areas. First, we discuss the implications for relative pricing of options. Second, relevance in the context of empirical option pricing is explored.
A. Relative Pricing of Options
Options of different strikes and maturities on an asset are traded as separate securities but they share the same underlying stochastic process. This forces many restrictions on rational (arbitrage-free) pricing of options relative to the underlying asset and relative to each other. Most primitive of these are the upper and lower bounds on individual option prices reflecting option pricing relative to the asset. Put-Call Parity (or bounds)
imposes pricing discipline on call and put options of the same strike relative to the asset.
Pricing conditions concerning options alone are numerous. Some examples are lower vs.
higher strike, shorter vs. longer maturity, combinations of call and put options, et cetera.
Ideally, upper bounds for options should retain such relative pricing discipline.
While a full investigation is beyond the scope of this paper, we examine below two arbitrage conditions that relate to put options of different strikes to get a sense of whether the relative pricing conditions of option prices carry over to their upper bounds. For this purpose, we assume a constant interest rate and set the leakage rate to zero, and we use the non-randomized version of the generalized European option as an upper bound with the number of optioned assets set to one:
G t = e −r(T−t) E t [e r(T−t) K -S T ] + Lower vs. Higher Strike American Put Options
Suppose we have two American put options V 1 and V 2 with strike prices K 1 > K 2 , both maturing at time T. One arbitrage condition between the prices of these two options is that V 1 > V 2 . The following corollary shows that this basic pricing discipline is carried over to their generalized European upper bounds. In the first inequality, we have used the property that for real numbers a and b, 
the payoff is +(K 1 -S T ), and if K 1 < S T , the payoff is 0.
Thus the arbitrage strategy leads to a non-negative proceeds now, a non-negative payoff at maturity, and non-zero probability of positive payoff at maturity. Therefore, in the absence of arbitrage, G 1t ≥G 2t should prevail.
Put Option (Money) Spreads
Suppose we have two American put options V 1 and V 2 with strike prices K 1 > K 2 , both maturing at time T. An important arbitrage condition on the prices of these two options is that, in the absence of arbitrage, the long bear spread cannot be worth more than the difference in strikes, i.e., (
The following corollary shows that this pricing discipline is carried over to their generalized European upper bounds. Proof:
It is perhaps premature to say that all arbitrage conditions involving the American options would carryover to the generalized European upper bounds. However, in light of the fact that these upper bounds here are European options and based on Corollaries 3 and 4 above, we are optimistic that the rational option pricing bounds would apply to the upper bounds. The importance of this carryover property for empirical option pricing will be discussed shortly.
Trading Early Exercise Options
A standard American option is a package of a standard European option and an early exercise option. In practice, we observe trading of American options but not the early exercise options separately. Based on Margrabe (1978) and our analysis in this paper, it looks like one can trade the early exercise options indirectly using the European options alone. To see this, we first present an implication of the generalized European claims in this regard.
Corollary 5 Let G t be the generalized European option upper bound for the T-maturity standard
American put option value V t with strike prices K: A long put spread strategy involves a long position in the higher strike put option and a short position in the lower strike put option. A striking interpretation of Corollary 5 is that all long put (money) European spreads essentially represent ratio positions in the early exercise option associated with the lower strike. While determination of the strike K * is equivalent to calculating the American option value V t and thus provides no computational relief, the economic insight is that it is not necessary to trade American options in order to trade the early exercise option. One practical difficulty in using the spread in lieu of the American option itself is that the investor needs to dynamically adjust the strike K * , or equivalently the ratio in the spread.
B. Relevance for Empirical Option Pricing
A clear strength of the arbitrage-based theoretical models of option pricing is that by It seems that nonparametric studies such as the above do not quite consider whether the estimated pricing functions obey the various arbitrage bounds including the upper and lower bounds for option prices. 16 Imposing or testing for these bounds is even more important for nonparametric models, especially in the context of American options, as there is no built-in arbitrage-free structure of prices here. It is hoped that the upper bounds can be helpful in controlling the quality of nonparametric option models.
For example, suppose the researcher estimates an empirical European option pricing function for the S&P 500 (SPX) and an empirical American option pricing function for the S&P 100 (OEX) using kernels on several predictors including moneyness and volatility.
Based on our results, adjusting for slight changes in volatility and leakage and for the index level, the option price predicted for a K-Strike T-Maturity OEX put option should be lower than the predicted price for a T-maturity SPX put option with strike K u
= K e r(T−t)
. If not, the empirical pricing functions are such that would permit arbitrage across the SPX and OEX contracts.
The CBOE has of late introduced European option contracts (XEO) on the S&P 100 Index. As the volume and open interest of the XEO options grow, the arbitrage (upper) bounds tests will likely become easier in future. Later in this paper we examine sample quotes for these options. A potential weakness of upper bounds that do not rely on approximating the early exercise boundary is that the bounds may be quite wide. In the context of the generalized European claims in a Black-Scholes setup, we now propose a claim that holds as an upper bound except for a range of moneyness not commonly traded on organized exchanges.
Corollary 6:
Suppose Q is a European put option with the following maturity payoff function: 
[S t -K {1 -E t R t,T−t } ] /E t [R t,T−t S T ], and R t,T−t =
V t and Q is meaningfully defined as a put option for (S t /K ) > (1 -E t R t,T−t ) .
Proof: Q t = E t [R t,T−t (K -λ T S T )] + ≥ [ K E t R t,T−t -λ T E t { R t,T−t S T }]
(using the given value of λ T ) By Lemma 2, then Q t ≥ V t and Q is meaningfully defined as a put option as long as λ T > 0,
that is (S t /K ) > (1 -E t R t,T−t ). QED.
The European claim Q is a quasi-bound since it is not meaningfully defined as a put option when the American put option is too deep-in-the-money, that is the compound interest value on K is too high. For longer maturity options, Q reaches this threshold level sooner than for shorter maturity options. However, this shortcoming is not practically that important since below the threshold, Q t can be set to the American option's intrinsic value.
The reason Q tightens the AKE and ASPE bounds is because Q adjusts the number of optioned units (λ T ) of the underlying asset depending on the moneyness of the option.
While the AKE and ASPE adjustments are fixed for a time to maturity, λ T decreases (increases) with the moneyness of the put option (asset price). For at-the-money put options (S t =K), the adjustment factor λ T of Q is equal to the adjustment factor of ASPE, and for inthe-money (out-of-the-money) put options λ T is lower (higher).
To have a general feeling about the bounds, let us now present some numerical results for the Black-Scholes setup: constant interest rate of 10%, zero leakage rate, time to maturity of 0.25 years, and constant volatility of 30%. The strike price is set to 100 and the asset price is varied from 80 to 120. The American put option price is calculated using a 100-step Binomial Tree. Several observations can be made from Figure 1 . First, as expected, G indeed bounds V from above and so does Q given the parameter values. Second, the curvature of all the bounds and the approximation (G, Q, and v(G)) are very similar to that of the American option. This is rather encouraging as the hedge ratios based on the bounds and the approximations are expected to be good estimates for the true hedge ratio. Third, the bounds and the approximation track the American option value very closely for in-themoney put options. This is also encouraging since in practice in-the-money observed option prices are believed to be notoriously unreliable. The bounds and the approximation here can thus provide good valuation guidance for these options. Fourth, as expected, the quasibound (Q) provides a tighter bound than the ASPE bound. Fifth, the discounted value v(G) of the ASPE bound provides a nice approximation although its theoretical relationship to V is unclear.
Th results in Figure 1 are for short maturity options. Figure 2 presents the results for time to maturity of 1.0 year, other parameters remaining the same as in Figure 1 . As expected the bounds and the approximation widen relative to the American option value with a substantially longer maturity as they do not consider the true exercise boundary and overestimate the expected interest value. However, both G and Q still track the curvature well. As the option goes deep in-the-money, the American option's hedge ratio approaches -1.0 faster than the bounds and the approximation. Once again this is due to the fact that the intrinsic value of the bounds here always stays above the intrinsic value of the American option by design. It is also to be noted that for deep-in-the-money option, the Quasi-Bound Q hits its threshold level with the longer time to maturity and the v(G) approximation deteriorates as well.
Next we consider the joint effect of a lower volatility (15%) and a lower interest rate (5%) in Figures 3 and 4 . Unlike the European option component, the early exercise component of the American option tends to go up with a lower volatility. Lowering the interest rate of course reduces the value of the American put option. The 50% reduction in both the volatility and the interest rate, however, reduced the American option value in the current experiment. As expected, the bounds and the approximation seem to track the American option value better with a lower volatility-lower interest rate combination, especially for the short maturity options.
Overall, it appears that the European nature of the bounds and the approximation help retain the essential convexity-of-payoff related properties of American option values.
However, one weakness that needs further attention is that the American option value is more convex than the bounds and the approximation and it approaches the intrinsic value faster as the option goes deeper in-the-money.
VI. Sample S&P 100 Option Quotes
The purpose of this section is to see, on a very preliminary basis, if the upper bound properties hold in practice. To our knowledge, only the S&P 100 Index has both American (OEX) and European (XEO) option contracts available. This should greatly facilitate empirical study of American options, their bounds, and the nature of Early Exercise Premium (EEP). However, the European (XEO) contracts are relatively new and their volume is currently far less than that of the well-known American (OEX) contracts. 17 Meantime, the bid-ask quotes of the XEO and OEX contracts can still provide useful insights into the pricing of American options vis-à-vis their European counterparts. In particular, it will be interesting to see if the European option based bounds proposed in this paper apply to the American options in practice.
In Panel A of Table 1 , we report a sample of CBOE option quotes for the XEO and 
VII. Summary and Conclusions
This paper has provided a fuller characterization of the analytical upper bounds for American options by establishing properties that are required of the bounds. A key property is that if a claim's value never falls below the intrinsic value of the American option, then the claim is an upper bound for the American option value. While the literature primarily relies upon bounds for the exercise boundary, we have shown that a class of generalized European options can be made to satisfy the key property and hence serve as upper bounds. This class contains the analytical bounds of Margrabe (1978) and Chen and Yeh (2002) , and can also allow randomization of the maturity payoff in the spirit of Carr (1998). We did not, however, pursue this latter aspect in details in this paper.
An important benefit of having generalized European options as upper bounds is that they are in closed form and are easy to implement since a direct treatment of the early exercise boundary is avoided. They are also intuitively tractable. When the valuation situation involves multiple state variables, the class of European upper bounds suggested in this paper can significantly ease the burden of computation and still serve as useful benchmarks. This characteristic is also quite beneficial in practice where only a general valuation range is desired.
The upper bounds seem to have many desirable properties and interesting implications. For example, we have shown that the across-strike arbitrage conditions on option prices seem to carry over into the bounds and that one can trade early exercise options using merely European option spreads and never trading the American options. We believe both parametric and nonparametric empirical option pricing models can improve the quality of estimation using the bounds results of this paper. So far empirical attempts to incorporate various arbitrage bounds have been lacking, especially in nonparametric models.
In an attempt to tighten the European-type bound, we proposed a quasi-bound that holds as an upper bound for most practical circumstances. We also suggest an approximation based on the bound of Chen and Yeh (2002) . Our limited numerical results in the traditional Black-Scholes setup are encouraging. The bounds and the approximation of this paper seem to track the American option value and its curvature rather well for short maturity options and in-the-money options. Hence the bounds here should be useful in estimating American option hedge ratios and as valuation benchmarks or proxies for in-themoney options for which observed option prices are believed to be notoriously unreliable. A caveat is that as the maturity gets longer and the volatility and interest rate increase, the bounds and the approximation widen relative to the American option value. Another potential weakness that needs further attention is that the European-type bounds and approximation do not change fast enough as the American option goes deep in-the-money. This is, of course, a tradeoff that arises from not explicitly considering the early exercise boundary of the American option.
In this paper we did not undertake any empirical study of the upper bounds. 
